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Low-frequency, axially-symmetric guided waves which propagate along a fluid-filled7

borehole (tube waves) are studied in order to characterize the hydraulic fractures8

intersecting the borehole. We formulate a new equation for the total tube wavefield,9

which includes simultaneous effects of (1) tube-wave scattering (reflection and trans-10

mission) due to wave propagation across hydraulic fractures, and (2) tube-wave gen-11

eration due to incident plane P waves. The fracture is represented by the nonwelded12

interface boundary conditions. We use an appropriate form of the representation the-13

orem in order to correctly handle the multiple scattering due to nonwelded interfaces.14

Our approach can implement any model that has so far been developed. We consider15

a recent model which includes simultaneous effects of fluid viscosity, dynamic fluid16

flow, and fracture compliance. The derived equation offers a number of important17

insights. We recognize that the effective generation amplitude contains the simulta-18

neous effect of both tube-wave generation and scattering. This leads to a new physical19

understanding indicating that the tube waves are scattered immediately after gener-20

ation. We show that this scattering is nonlinear with respect to interface compliance.21

This physical mechanism can be implicitly accounted for by considering more realistic22

boundary conditions. We also illustrate the application of the new equation in order23

to predict the complex signature of the total tube wavefield including generation and24

scattering at multiple hydraulic fractures. A new formulation for focusing analyses is25

also derived in order to image and characterize the hydraulic fractures. The obtained26

results and discussions are important for interpretation, modeling and imaging using27

low-frequency guided waves, in the presence of multiple fractures along a cylindrical28

inclusion.29

PACS numbers: 46.40.-f,46.50.+a,91.30.-f,43.20.+g30

Keywords: Surface waves, Waveguides, Tube waves, Acoustic wave scattering, Rock31

fracture, Wave attenuation, Cracks32
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I. INTRODUCTION33

Guided waves are widely studied in the context of estimating mechanical and hydraulic34

properties of materials. The utility of guided waves is well-established in nondestructive ma-35

terial testing, e.g., for composite laminates1–3 and cylindrical shells immersed in a fluid.4,536

There is a growing interest in medical sciences where guided waves at long bones are inves-37

tigated in order to diagnose osteoporosis or to evaluate the healing of a fracture bone.6,7 In38

applied seismology, the guided waves are extensively used for predicting wave propagation39

along a fluid-filled borehole.8,940

The dispersion of the velocity of guided waves is often utilized to characterize material41

properties. Another important wave phenomenon, which is observed in different fields, is42

the scattering (reflection and transmission) of guided waves due to material heterogeneities,43

e.g., defects, cracks and fractures. Scattered guided waves are of direct relevance in, e.g., in-44

spection of pipes,10 examining composite laminates,3 monitoring the condition of mechanical45

structures,11 and characterizing hydraulic fractures in a borehole.1246

The axially-symmetric guided waves along a cylindrical circular inclusion have been ex-47

tensively studied in the past.8,13 Their low-frequency parts, traveling along a fluid-filled48

cylindrical hole embedded in an elastic medium, are what we call in this study the low-49

frequency Stoneley waves or the tube waves.8,1450

In both exploration and earthquake seismology, characterizing the hydraulic fractures51

is important because hydraulic fractures play a key role in controlling the fluid flow in52

the subsurface.15,16 In this vein, tube waves are useful in formation characterization in the53

vicinity of a borehole.17 They are powerful in providing information on permeability cor-54

responding to µm-to-mm scale fractures,12,18 as well as larger-scale (cm-to-m) geological55

faults.19,2056

Similar to applications in nondestructive material testing, scattering of tube waves at57

hydraulic fractures have also been utilized to estimate the fracture properties.12,18,21–23 The58

mechanism of tube-wave scattering is generally formulated in terms of the fluid exchange59

between the fracture and the borehole, due to the perturbation in fluid pressure at the60

intersection. The problem of a parallel-wall open fracture was first considered by Mathieu 21
61

and later extended by Refs. 12, 22, and 23. Furthermore, the propagation of tube wave62

across a poroelastic layer, instead of a parallel-wall fracture, was considered in Refs. 22 and63
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24.64

In addition to tube-wave scattering, the generation of tube waves at hydraulic fractures65

due to an external source located at the Earth’s surface is well known.25 This is explained by66

fluid exchange between the borehole and the fracture due to the deformation of the fracture.67

Beydoun et al.25 first presented the theoretical formulations regarding the amplitude of68

the generated tube waves in terms of fracture properties (e.g., fracture aperture and static69

permeability), assuming a parallel-wall open fracture and the Darcy’s law. Ionov 26 further70

studied the effect of the dynamic permeability model.24 The tube-wave generation due to71

the deformation of a poroelastic layer, instead of a parallel wall fracture, can be found in72

Ref. 19. The recent studies of elastic wave propagation across a fracture reveal that the73

fracture compliance (dynamic fracture closure due to the applied stress) is a key to infer the74

fracture properties, such as, roughness of the fracture surface, contact asperities, and fracture75

infill materials.27–30 In this vein, the effect of the fracture compliance in the generated tube76

waves was investigated in several past studies.18,23,3177

Although the generation and the scattering of tube waves have been independently stud-78

ied, their simultaneous effects have not yet been looked at. In field measurements, the tube-79

wave generation amplitudes are evaluated by extracting (windowing) recorded tube waves at80

downhole receivers, and compare with the incident pressure in order to estimate the tube to81

P-wave amplitude ratio.18–20,23,25,31 The tube-wave scattering is evaluated by extracting first82

the tube waves and then estimating the reflection/transmission coefficients.12,18,21–23 This in-83

volves the assumption of a single fracture or sparsely-spaced fractures, and the simultaneous84

effects of generation and scattering and those of multiple fractures are not considered. The85

accurate prediction of the complex signatures of total tube wavefield and the analysis of the86

closely-spaced multiple fractures are especially important in a highly fractured area, such87

as a fault-damaged zone, whose permeability structure controls the deformation processes88

within the crust.1689

The goal of this study is to represent the total tube wavefield including the simultaneous90

effects of reflection, transmission and generation due to multiple hydraulic fractures. A key91

component in deriving the equation is the representation of hydraulic fractures as nonwelded92

interfaces across which the particle velocity is discontinuous but the acoustic pressure is93

continuous. The problem becomes that of an one-dimensional multiple scattering of scalar94

waves due to multiple, simultaneously acting sources whose excitation times are shifted by95
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the arrival time of the incident wave.96

A conventional approach to predict multiple scattering in one-dimensional media contains97

the integral equation of the scattering potential function.32 In the case of acoustic or elastic98

media, the potential functions have been conventionally related to the impedance contrast,99

e.g., perturbation of elastic constants and densities from background.33–35 In addition to the100

effect of the contrasting medium parameters, however, we need to introduce the nonwelded101

interfaces in order to correctly handle the multiple scattering due to hydraulic fractures. To102

this end, we use the recent forms of the representation theorem36 which includes the effect103

of nonwelded interface in general wave equation, and we derive the representation theorem104

of the tube wavefield. We then utilize the existing theories of tube-wave generation and105

tube-wave scattering to represent the total tube wavefield.106

Some recent studies clarify the explicit connections between the representation theorem107

and the Green’s function retrieval which is considered as a powerful tool in Acoustics and108

Seismics.37–39 Therefore, deriving the total tube wavefield using the representation theorem109

gives an implicit connection to this research. For this purpose, the representation theorem110

is exploited in order to address the elastic scattering problem in case of multiple fractures111

and a method to image the fractures.40112

As mentioned above, there are a variety of models that account for the generation and113

scattering of tube waves. However, owing to its great flexibility, the use of an appropriate114

representation theorem enables one to implement any model that has so far been devel-115

oped. Although we study here the interaction of tube waves (guided waves in a fluid-filled116

borehole) with multiple fractures, the concept has a broad implication, as it can be useful117

in nondestructive material testing and medical sciences, where detecting and characterizing118

small defects/cracks/fractures along a cylindrical inclusion (e.g., pipes, bones) is often of119

importance.120

We first present the theory that is necessary to derive the total tube wavefield. We next121

show the application of the developed theory to a single fracture, and identify that the simul-122

taneous effects of tube-wave generation and scattering lead to a new physical interpretation123

of the effective tube-wave generation amplitude. We also illustrate the application of the124

equation for total tube wavefield to imaging and characterizing multiple hydraulic fractures125

using the total tube wavefield. We finally present numerical modeling examples to validate126

the theory developed in this study.127
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II. THEORY128

Throughout the paper, we define the temporal Fourier transform as129

f(ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
f(t) exp(iωt)dt, (1)130

where i2 = −1 and ω is the angular frequency.131

Considering quasi-static wave propagation (i.e., low-frequency approximation) along the132

fluid-filled borehole, the one-dimensional acoustic wave equation is derived.22,41 We formulate133

the constitutive relation and the equation of motion which are represented using vertical134

particle velocity vz(z) and acoustic pressure p(z) of the borehole fluid:135

−iωK−1
eff p+

∂vz
∂z

= q, (2)136

−iωρfvz +
∂p

∂z
= fz, (3)137

where ρf is the density of the borehole fluid, q is the injection-rate source, and fz is the138

external vertical-force source. Keff is the effective bulk modulus of the borehole fluid and is139

a function of the fluid bulk modulus (Kf ), the shear modulus of the formation (µ), and the140

wall impedance (ZR) due to fluid flow through the permeable solid:41,42141

K−1
eff = K−1

f + µ−1 − 2(iωRZR)
−1, (4)142

where R is the borehole radius. The solutions of Eqs. (2) and (3) with impulsive sources143

(i.e., Green’s functions) are characterized by the tube-wave velocity cT :144

c−2
T = ρfK

−1
eff . (5)145

We consider two physical mechanisms for the interaction of the tube waves with the hy-146

draulic fractures intersecting the borehole: (1) the generation of tube waves and (2) the147

scattering (reflection and transmission) of tube waves. We formulate the equation for the148

total tube wavefield by simultaneously considering these two mechanisms using a represen-149

tation theorem. As we have discussed in the previous section, there is a large variety of150

models that account for these two mechanisms. In this paper, we focus on the open-fracture151

model which is recently developed by Bakku et al.,23 because it includes almost all the fea-152

tures that other foregoing studies separately investigated (i.e., the effects of fluid viscosity,153

dynamic permeability, and facture compliance).154
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In this section, we first briefly review the existing model of tube-wave generation ampli-155

tude ratio. Secondly, we show the scattering (reflection and transmission) model and the156

relation with nonwelded interface representation of the fracture. We then present the repre-157

sentation theorem including nonwelded interfaces for the tube wavefield. Finally, we derive158

a new equation for total tube wavefield, including reflection, transmission and generation159

due to multiple hydraulic fractures.160

A. Tube-wave generation amplitude ratio161

Tube waves are generated at hydraulic fractures and are modeled as a fluid pulse in-162

jected into a borehole due to compression and dilatation of the fracture (Fig. 1a). Here, we163

consider that the fracture has horizontal, parallel walls with constant (small) aperture L0,164

and a normally-incident plane P-wave causes the oscillation of the fracture wall.23,25,26,31 We165

consider the model developed by Bakku et al.23 which is briefly discussed in Appendix A 1,166

as this is necessary to derive the amplitude using boundary conditions which are suitable for167

investigating the simultaneous effects of the generation and scattering (Appendix A 2). The168

key component in deriving the generation amplitude is the fluid flux in the fracture per unit169

length qf (m2/s). Bakku et al.23 assumed that qf satisfies the dynamic fluid flow condition170

for a rigid fracture,24 and they incorporated the effect of the fracture compliance through a171

perturbation in the dynamic aperture (L, see Eq. A1) and the mass-conservation equation172

(see Appendix A 1 for detail).173

The pressure distribution in the fracture pF (r, ω), where r is the radial distance, is solved174

from the mass-conservation equation (Eq. A2) using appropriate boundary conditions. As175

we show in Appendix A 1, two different sets of boundary conditions are proposed: Beydoun’s176

boundary condition (Appendix A 2) and Bakku’s boundary condition (see Appendix A 1).177

Beydoun et al.25 considered that the pressure perturbation at the fracture-borehole inter-178

section pF (R,ω) is negligibly small. On the other hand, Bakku et al.23 considered a more179

realistic boundary condition in which the pressure at the borehole intersection is equivalent180

to the generated tube-wave amplitude.181

As we will show later in Section III, we consider the simultaneous effects of tube-wave182

generation and scattering using the representation theorem. This gives us a new physical183

interpretation for the effective tube-wave generation amplitudes, i.e., scattering immediately184
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after generation. In order to correctly account for this physical mechanism, we require an185

adequate boundary condition in deriving the tube-wave generation amplitude (pt). To this186

end, we revisited the boundary conditions first considered in Beydoun et al.25 in order to187

solve the mass-conservation equation proposed by Bakku et al.23.188

Beydoun et al.25 considered the following boundary conditions:189

∂pF (r, ω)

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=∞

= 0, (6)190

pF (r, ω)|r=R = 0. (7)191

The first equation (Eq. 6) states that the pressure is bounded at infinity and the second192

equation (Eq. 7) indicates that the fluid pulse injected into the borehole does not perturb the193

borehole pressure.25 In this case, the generated tube wave (pt) is derived as (see Appendix194

A2),195

pt(ω) = σ0
iωcT
krαf

ρfZαeff

R

H1(ζR)

H0(ζR)
, (8)196

where Z is the fracture compliance (m/Pa), ζ and αeff are, respectively, the effective radial197

wavenumber and the effective fluid velocity in the fracture (Eq. A3), σ0 is the amplitude198

of the normally-incident plane P wave, and Hn = H
(1)
n is a Hankel function of the first199

kind and order n. Here, kr is the radial wavenumber in the rigid fracture obtained by200

numerically solving the dispersion relation developed in Ref. 24, and kr is a function of the201

kinematic fluid viscosity (ν), fluid velocity (αf ), static fracture aperture (L0), and angular202

frequency (ω). For completeness, the generated amplitude derived from Bakku’s original203

boundary conditions (Eqs. A5 and A6) is shown in Eq. (A10). Note that when there is204

no incident wave (σ0 = 0) or when one considers a rigid fracture (Z = 0), tube waves are205

not generated (pt = 0, see Eq. 8) because the acoustic wave is not excited in the fracture206

(see Eq. A2). Furthermore, when one considers a rigid fracture (Z = 0), then the problem207

reduces to the wave propagation in the fluid layer with constant thickness12 and we obtain208

αeff = αf (Eq. A3). The fracture compliance (Z) can be frequency dependent due to209

the heterogeneity along the fracture surface and/or the effect of fluid flow.43–45 Using the210

quasi-static approximation for a thin, parallel-wall fracture filled with fluid,46 the fracture211

compliance may be represented as Z ≈ L0/Kf .212

Eq. (8) indicates that the generated tube waves depend on the amplitude of the P wave213

(σ0). Therefore, we derive the tube to P-wave amplitude ratio γg to remove the effect of σ0214
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(Refs. 18, 19, 23, 25, 26, and 31). The incident pressure field in the borehole (pinc) due to215

normally-incident plane P wave with amplitude σ0 is written as,41216

pinc(ω) = σ0
ρfc

2
T

ρV 2
S

(
1− 2V 2

S /V
2
P

1− c2T/V
2
P

)
, (9)217

where ρ, VP and VS are density, P-wave velocity and S-wave velocity in the formation,218

respectively. Evaluating the amplitude ratio (γg) of the incident P wave and the generated219

tube wave eliminates σ0:220

γg =
pt
pinc

. (10)221

B. Tube-wave scattering and nonwelded interface representation of a fracture222

When tube waves intersect a hydraulic fracture, a part of the fluid flows into the fracture,223

which creates reflected and transmitted waves (Fig. 1b). The problem of a parallel-wall224

open fracture with constant (small) aperture L0 was first considered by Mathieu 21 and later225

extended by Refs. 12 and 23. The common assumption in these studies is that the fluid226

volume flux across the fracture in the borehole is conserved as follows:227

πR2 [vz(−L0/2)− vz(+L0/2)]− 2πR qf |r=R = 0, (11)228

where the fracture is assumed to be located at z = 0, and qf |r=R is the fluid flux which flows229

from the borehole to the fracture at the borehole wall. Eq. (11) states that the difference230

in the fluid flux in the borehole across the fracture is equivalent to the fluid flow into the231

fracture. Tang and Cheng 22 pointed out that Eq. (11) can be derived by applying the232

divergence theorem of Gauss to the equation of continuity and ignoring the dynamic volume233

compression at the borehole, and they revealed that this condition is adequate as long as234

the aperture L0 is small.235

The fluid flux qf is obtained differently in different studies.12,21–23 Among them, Bakku236

et al.23 derived qf considering the simultaneous effects of fluid viscosity, dynamic fluid flow,237

and fracture compliance (see Appendix A 1 and A3 for detail). From Eqs. (A4) and (A16),238

the fluid flux can be written as,239

qf |r=R = pζ
iωL0

k2
rα

2
fρf

H1(ζR)

H0(ζR)
, (12)240

where p is the fluid pressure in the borehole.241
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From Eqs (11) and (12), we obtain the following boundary condition at the fracture:242

∆vz = iωηp, (13)243

η = −2ζ

R

L0

k2
rα

2
fρf

H1(ζR)

H0(ζR)
, (14)244

where ∆vz is a discontinuity in vertical particle velocity across the fracture, i.e., ∆vz =245

vz(+L0/2)−vz(−L0/2), and interface compliance η linearly relates the velocity discontinuity246

to the acoustic pressure. Here we further assume that the pressure is continuous across the247

fracture, i.e., ∆p = p(+L0/2) − p(−L0/2) = 0, because the fracture aperture (L0) is small248

compared to the wavelength of the tube waves.12,21,23 Eq. (13) with the continuation of249

pressure (∆p = 0) is equivalent to the linear-slip boundary condition,47 which is a classical250

boundary condition for a solid–solid interface to describe elastic wave propagation across a251

thin layer, e.g., crack and fracture.27,46 The linear-slip boundary condition is a special case252

of a nonwelded interface boundary condition,48,49 where both stress and displacement are253

discontinuous.254

The reflection and transmission problem at a nonwelded interface has extensively been255

studied in elastic wave propagation at fractures.47,50,51 In Appendix B, we derive the tube-256

wave reflection and transmission coefficients at a fracture (Eqs. B1 and B2) represented by257

a nonwelded interface.258

C. Representation of total tube wavefield using Green’s functions259

1. Representation theorem including nonwelded interfaces260

In order to handle correctly the multiple scattering due to nonwelded interfaces, we use the261

representation theorem of general dynamic wave equation including nonwelded interfaces.36262

Coupling the representation theorem with our tube wave problem, we obtain the represen-263

tation theorem of one-dimensional tube wavefield. Note that, due to the unified form of the264

reciprocity theorem,38 our derivation can be easily extended to the scattering problems in265

two and three dimension in, e.g., acoustic, elastic or electromagnetic media. In this vein,266

the representation theorem is exploited in order to derive the two- and three-dimensional267

elastic scattering problems due to nonwelded interfaces.40268

The representation theorem relates wavefields of two different states in which the medium269

parameters and boundary conditions can be different.36 Here, we consider a true medium270
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response for one of the states and a reference medium response for the other state. By271

considering our tube-wave problem (Eqs. 2, 3 and 13), the representation theorem of tube272

wavefield can be expressed as,273

Ḡpq(z′, z′′, ω)−Gpq(z′, z′′, ω)274

=
[
Ḡpq(z′, zb, ω)G

vq(zb, z
′′, ω) + Ḡpf (z′, zb, ω)G

pq(zb, z
′′, ω)

]
275

−
[
Ḡpq(z′, z0, ω)G

vq(z0, z
′′, ω) + Ḡpf (z′, z0, ω)G

pq(z0, z
′′, ω)

]
276

−iω

∫ zb

z0

[
Ḡpq(z′, z, ω)∆K−1

eff (z)G
pq(z, z′′, ω) + Ḡpf (z′, z, ω)∆ρf (z)G

vq(z, z′′, ω)
]
dz277

−iω

N∑
i=1

η(i)Ḡpq(z′, zi, ω)G
pq(zi, z

′′, ω), (15)278

where we used the source-receiver reciprocity,36 and Gij(z′, z′′, ω) is the Green’s function at279

z′ of the acoustic pressure (i = p) or the vertical particle velocity (i = v) due to a point280

injection rate source (j = q) or a vertical force source (j = f) located at z′′. Gij and Ḡij
281

are, respectively, the Green’s functions in the actual medium (Keff and ρf ) including the282

fracture (nonwelded interface characterized by η) and the Green’s functions in the reference283

medium (K̄eff and ρ̄f ) without any fracture (without any nonwelded interface). ∆K−1
eff and284

∆ρf contain the differences in the medium parameters:285

∆K−1
eff (z) = K−1

eff (z)− K̄−1
eff (z), (16)286

∆ρf (z) = ρf (z)− ρ̄f (z). (17)287

We consider N fractures which are located at zi (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) and characterized by the288

interface compliance η(i). The depth z′, z′′ and zi are assumed to be located between the top289

of the borehole z0 and the bottom of the borehole zb (z-axis points downward, see Fig. 1):290

z0 < zl < zb, (18)291

where zl is z
′, z′′ or zi.292

At this point, we can choose any medium parameter for the reference Green’s function Ḡij.293

Eq. (15) indicates that the scattered tube waves (difference between actual and reference294

Green’s functions) are generated due to the presence of nonwelded interfaces (fourth term on295

the right-hand side of Eq. 15) as well as the contrasting medium parameters, i.e., ∆K−1
eff and296

∆ρf (third term on the right-hand side of Eq. 15). Because we would like to focus on the297

tube-wave scattering (reflection and transmission) due to the hydraulic fractures, we proceed298
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to consider a special case of Eq. (15) where the reference Green’s function Ḡij is derived299

from the actual medium parameters but without any fractures, i.e., ∆K−1
eff = ∆ρf = 0. In300

this case, Eq. (15) is simplified as,301

Gpq(z′, z′′, ω)− Ḡpq(z′, z′′, ω) =

∫ zb

z0

ϕs(z)Ḡ
pq(z′, z, ω)Gpq(z, z′′, ω)dz, (19)302

ϕs(z) = iω

N∑
i=1

η(i)δ(z − zi), (20)303

where we call the function ϕs as tube-wave scattering potential. Note that, in order to304

derive Eq. (19), we also assumed that the medium parameters in the region outside of the305

integral path (z ≤ z0 and z ≥ zb) are homogenous in both the reference and the actual306

Green’s functions. In this case, the Green’s functions at the top (z0) and the bottom (zb) of307

the borehole contain only upgoing wave and downgoing wave, respectively. This condition308

cancels the contribution from the finite integral path in the representation theorem (first309

and second terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 15), which corresponds to an infinitely long310

borehole. Different and more realistic boundary conditions for the top and bottom of the311

borehole are considered in the numerical modeling section (Section V).312

Note that Eq. (19) is useful in order to consider controlled tube-wave measurements using313

a logging tool.12,17,52 An equation similar to Eq. (19) is used in Ref. 53 in order to remove314

the scattered waves due to borehole irregularities, modeled as a mass-balance boundary315

condition41,54 which implicitly considers the nonwelded interface boundary condition.316

2. Representation of tube-wave generation and scattering due to multiple317

fractures318

In this subsection, we derive the equation for total tube wavefield which considers si-319

multaneous effects of tube-wave generation and scattering (reflection and transmission) at320

multiple fractures. To this end, we consider the following procedure: (1) an incident plane P321

wave causes a pressure field in the borehole (pinc), (2) the P wave generates tube waves at the322

intersection of the hydraulic fracture with an amplitude which is determined by the tube-323

wave generation amplitude ratio γg (Eq. 10), (3) the generated tube waves excite the Green’s324

function Gpq which propagates along the borehole and generates scattered waves (reflection325

and transmission) at multiple fractures, and (4) the total tube wavefield is expressed as a326
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superposition of the tube wavefield generated at multiple fractures. We, therefore, define327

the total pressure field (p) as,328

p(z) =

∫ zb

z0

ϕg(z
′)Gpq(z, z′)pinc(z

′)dz′ + pinc(z), (21)329

where, ϕg is tube-wave generation potential:330

ϕg(z) =
N∑
i=1

2

ρfcT
γ(i)
g δ(z − zi). (22)331

Note that the factor 2/ρfcT is required due to the definition of Green’s function (Eq. C1).332

Using Eq. (21), the representation theorem (Eq. 19) becomes:333

p(z)− pinc(z)334

=

∫ zb

z0

ϕg(z
′)Ḡpq(z, z′, ω)pinc(z

′)dz′ +

∫ zb

z0

ϕs(z
′)Ḡpq(z, z′, ω) [p(z′)− pinc(z

′)] dz′, (23)335

where we used the source-receiver reciprocity,36 and we changed the notation of z′ to z and336

z′′ to z′, respectively. Eq. (23) is the main equation derived in this study. This equation337

indicates that the pressure field (p) including tube-wave generation and tube-wave scattering338

at multiple fractures is represented by the incident pressure field (pinc), the reference Green’s339

function (Ḡpq), and the potential functions (ϕs and ϕg). Note that we exclude the scattering340

due to the contrasting medium parameters (∆K−1
eff = ∆ρf = 0) to derive Eq. (23). There-341

fore, the right-hand side of Eq. (23) can be represented by the summation of the potential342

functions at descrete positions of the fractures (see Eq. 20 and Eq. 22). When one considers343

the scattering due to the contrasting medium parameters (nonzero ∆K−1
eff and ∆ρf ), then344

the integral for the contrasting medium parameters (third term on the right-hand side of345

Eq. 15) remains in the equation of the total tube wavefield, which is useful in numerically346

modeling tube waves in complex structures.347

III. SCATTERING IMMEDIATELY AFTER GENERATION348

In this section, we apply the equation of the total tube wavefield (Eq. 23) to a single349

fracture and show that it results in a new physical interpretation of the effective tube-wave350

generation amplitude in which the generation and scattering are mutually connected.351

We consider that a single fracture is located at z = z1 in a homogeneous medium char-352

acterized by tube-wave velocity cT . In this case, the potential functions are written as353
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ϕg(z) = (2/ρfcT )γgδ(z − z1) and ϕs(z) = iωηδ(z − z1), respectively. Assuming that we354

observe the pressure field at z = z2, the total tube wavefield (Eq. 23) becomes,355

p(z2)− pinc(z2) =
2γg
ρfcT

Ḡpq(z2, z1)pinc(z1) + iωηḠpq(z2, z1) [p(z1)− pinc(z1)] . (24)356

In order to obtain a relationship between the pressure field and the Green’s function at357

coincident points, we consider the special case of z2 = z1 where the receiver is located just358

at the fracture. In this case, Eq. (24) can be rewritten as,359

p(z1)− pinc(z1) =
γgpinc(z1)

1− iωηḠ0

2

ρfcT
Ḡ0, (25)360

where Ḡ0 is the Green’s function at coincident points defined as,361

Ḡ0 ≡ Ḡpq(z1, z1)362

=
ρfcT
2

, (26)363

where we use Eq. (C1). Using Eq. (25), Eq. (24) becomes,364

p(z2)− pinc(z2) =
γgpinc(z1)

1− iωηḠ0

2

ρfcT
Ḡpq(z2, z1). (27)365

Eq. (27) shows that the pressure field due to the fracture (p − pinc) recorded at the re-366

ceiver position (z2) is represented by the generated amplitude γgpinc multiplied by the367

factor 1/
(
1− iωηḠ0

)
and the phase delay due to the propagation from z1 to z2, i.e.,368

2/ρfcT × Ḡpq(z2, z1). This demonstrates that the generated tube waves are connected with369

the nonwelded interface with the interface compliance (η) immediately after generation.370

Eq. (27) implies that the interaction is nonlinear in terms of the interface compliance (η),371

which can be seen by expanding the amplitude factor of Eq. (27) as,372

γgpinc
1− iωηḠ0

= u1/
(
1− u2Ḡ0

)
373

= u1 + u1Ḡ0u2 + u1Ḡ0u2Ḡ0u2 + u1Ḡ0u2Ḡ0u2Ḡ0u2 + · · · , (28)374

where,375

u1 = γgpinc,376

u2 = iωη. (29)377

Eq. (28) indicates that the interaction with the nonwelded interface is represented by an378

infinite series of the interface compliance (η) and the Green’s function at coincident points379
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(G0), which follows the discussion found in the classical wave theory.55,56 From Eq. (28)380

one can see that the generated amplitude (γgpinc) determined from the boundary condition381

of Beydoun et al.25 is equivalent to the zeroth order Born approximation in terms of the382

interface compliance (η). Note that Eq. (28) shows a slightly different form compared to383

the nonlinear scattering discussed in Ref. 55 (see equations 79 and 80 in Ref. 55), because384

we consider here nonwelded interface boundary condition and simultaneous effects of both385

generation and scattering at the coincident points.386

We next derive the effective generation amplitude ratio. We interpret the first arriv-387

ing event of tube wave traveling from the fracture (z1) to the receiver position (z2) as an388

effectively-generated tube wave. This implies that we consider the following equation:389

p(z2)− pinc(z2) = γeffpinc(z1)
2

ρfcT
Ḡpq(z2, z1), (30)390

where γeff is the effective generation amplitude ratio which is evaluated at the receiver391

position. Comparing Eq. (27) and Eq. (30), we obtain,392

γeff =
γg

1− iωηḠ0

. (31)393

This equation indicates that the effective generation amplitude ratio (γeff) is represented394

by the interface compliance (η) as well as the generation amplitude ratio (γg) which is395

derived assuming that the generated tube wave does not perturb the pressure at the borehole396

(Beydoun’s boundary condition, see Section IIA). The generated tube wave at the fracture,397

however, indeed introduces pressure perturbation in the borehole and it introduces tube398

wave scattering with interface compliance (η), as discussed in Section II B and Eq. (28). This399

discussion and Eqs. (25), (30) and (31) reveal that the generated tube wave amplitude that400

we effectively evaluate at the receiver position contains two physical mechanisms: generation401

due to the fluid pulse injected from the fracture and the subsequent (nonlinear) scattering402

due to the pressure perturbation at the coinciding fracture, which we call the scattering403

immediately after generation (SIAG).404

We show next that the effective generation amplitude (Eq. 31) with this new interpreta-405

tion (SIAG) is consistent to the results obtained using a more realistic boundary condition406

(Bakku’s original boundary condition, see Section II B and Appendix A 1). From Eq. (31)407

we obtain,408

pefft =
pt

1− iωηḠ0

, (32)409
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where pefft is the effective generation amplitude evaluated at the receiver position. Substi-410

tuting pt (from Eq. 8), η (from Eq. 14), and Ḡ0 (from Eq. 26) in Eq. (32), we obtain,411

pefft (ω) = σ0
ω

krαf

cT
αeff

L0

R

ρfα
2
eff

L0/Z
×

[
iH1(ζR)/H0(ζR)

1 + ω
krαf

cT
αeff

L0

R
iH1(ζR)/H0(ζR)

]
. (33)412

This equation coincides with Eq. (A10) which is the result using the boundary condition413

that the pressure perturbation in the fracture at the borehole wall is equal to that in the414

borehole interior (Eqs. A5 and A6). This indicates that Bakku’s boundary condition implic-415

itly accounts for the simultaneous effect of tube-wave generation with Beydoun’s boundary416

condition and SIAG. Note that Beydoun’s boundary condition was considered in the fore-417

going studies18,19,31 and Bakku’s boundary condition was also considered earlier26 without418

explicitly discussing the effect of SIAG.419

IV. IMAGING MULTIPLE HYDRAULIC FRACTURES USING TOTAL420

TUBE WAVEFIELD421

One important application of Eq. (23) is to obtain a new approach for imaging and charac-422

terizing hydraulic fractures using the total tube wavefield including generation and scattering423

(reflections and transmissions) due to the multiple fractures. In this vein, we present here a424

focusing analysis which is useful to resolve the position of the multiple fractures.425

We define a focusing operator h (see Ref. 53) such that it satisfies:426

δ(z′ − z′′) =

∫ ∞

−∞
h(z′′, z)Ḡpq(z′, z)dz. (34)427

Applying this focusing operator to Eq. (23) results in,428 ∫ ∞

−∞
h(z′′, z)pscat(z)dz = ϕg(z

′′)pinc(z
′′) + ϕs(z

′′)pscat(z
′′), (35)429

where pscat(z) = p(z) − pinc(z). Note that we assume here infinitely long borehole −∞ ≤430

z ≤ +∞. Eq. (35) indicates that the application of the focusing operator to the scattered431

tube wavefield (difference between the total and the incident pressure field) results in a432

temporal convolution of the pressure fields, tube-wave generation potential and scattering433

potential. Because these potentials have non-zero values only at the fractures (Eqs. 20 and434

22), the right-hand side of Eq. (35) has non-zero values only at the fractures: this processing435

focuses the propagating tube waves to secondary source positions, which is useful to image436
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the hydraulic fractures. Note that, in practice, the focusing operator (h) can be numerically437

obtained from known values of the reference Green’s function Ḡpq.53438

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE439

In this section, we use Eq. (23) in order to predict the total tube wavefield. The detailed440

forward-modeling procedure using matrix inverse with/without boundary conditions at the441

top and bottom of the borehole is shown in Appendix C. We first consider a simple two-442

fracture model with an infinite borehole, and we check the generated tube wave and the443

reflection coefficients. We then consider a more realistic situation where multiple fractures444

are randomly distributed in a finite borehole and apply the imaging method discussed in the445

previous section. As we discussed in Appendix C, we consider the situation where hydraulic446

fractures are located within a homogeneous medium (characterized by cT ) and the tube447

waves are generated and scattered only due to the fractures and not due to contrasting448

medium parameters (i.e., ∆K−1
eff = ∆ρf = 0), which is a typical case for open fractures in449

crystalline rocks20 and in laboratory experiments.12450

A. Efficacy of modeled tube wavefield451

We consider a 250 m-long, water-filled vertical borehole in a homogeneous, impermeable452

background medium (VP =6000 m/s, VS =3300 m/s, ρ =2700 kg/m3), with the borehole453

radius (R) of 7.5 cm. In this case, the tube wave velocity cT becomes 1446 m/s (Eq. 5).454

Two open fractures with 2 mm aperture are located at 75 m and 190 m depth (Fig. 2).455

Here we calculate the fracture compliances (Z) assuming a thin layer of water without456

asperities,30,46,48,57 i.e., Z = L0/Kw where Kw is the bulk modulus of water.457

We consider here an infinitely long borehole (Eq. 23) to calculate the total tube wavefield458

p using the potential functions and the incident P wave (see Appendix C 1). We discretize459

the vertical axis at 10 cm interval, and we assume that the receivers are located at every460

1 m (Fig. 2). The first arriving event with the P-wave velocity in Fig. 2 is the incident P461

wave. The tube waves are generated at the fractures, and they are reflected and transmitted462

(including multiple reflections) to produce the later arriving events (Fig. 2). We verify the463

modeled tube wavefield by estimating the reflection coefficients (Fig. 3a) and the tube-wave464
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generation amplitude ratio (Fig. 3b), which are estimated by extracting signals indicated by465

the white lines in Fig. 2 and dividing them in the frequency domain. The theoretical reflec-466

tion coefficients are calculated using Eq. (B4), which shows that the tube-wave reflections467

are correctly modeled. The two theoretical curves for the tube-wave generation amplitude468

ratio are shown in Fig. 3(b). The solid line in Fig. 3(b) indicates the theoretical curve469

with the generation amplitude (pt) derived from a realistic boundary condition (Eq. A10,470

Bakku’s boundary condition) and the dashed line the theoretical curve derived from Bey-471

doun’s boundary condition (Eq. 8). As we discussed in Section III, the estimated amplitude472

ratio is smaller than that derived from Beydoun’s boundary condition due to the effect of473

scattering immediately after generation (SIAG), and the estimated values are consistent474

with the theory with a more realistic boundary condition (Bakku’s boundary condition).475

B. Imaging multiple fractures476

We next consider randomly-distributed 15 fractures (Fig. 4a). This is calculated from a477

Gaussian distribution with an average depth of 125 m and a standard deviation of 50 m.478

The random apertures (see the plot at the bottom of Fig. 4a) have an average of 2 mm and479

a standard deviation of 0.5 mm. We calculate the total tube wavefield due to the fractures,480

i.e., p(z)− pinc(z), as shown in Fig. 4(a). Here we also consider the boundary conditions at481

the top and bottom of the borehole in the equation of total tube wavefield (Eq. C8), where482

the top of the borehole is a traction-free boundary and the bottom of the borehole is a rigid483

boundary (see Appendix C 2 for detail). One can see that the total tube wavefield is more484

complicated than that for 2 fractures.485

We apply the focusing operator h to the tube wavefield (Fig. 4b and c), i.e., evaluating486

the left-hand side of Eq. (35). Figs. 4(b) and (c) are obtained by bandpass filtering the487

left-hand side of Eq. (35). The results (Figs. 4b and c) show that the propagation of tube488

waves are suppressed and they are focused at secondary source positions, which is useful in489

identifying the position of the hydraulic fractures. Note that due to the boundaries at the490

top and bottom of the borehole, tube waves are also focused at these depths (Fig. 4b). The491

resulting signals at the fractures (Fig. 4c) are temporal convolution of the tube wavefield and492

the potential functions (right-hand side of Eq. 35). We calculate the energy of each traces in493

the result (Fig. 4d). Fig. 4(d) indicates that the large amplitudes are located at the fracture494
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depth corresponding to large fracture apertures and at the depth where multiple fractures495

are located between the receivers.496

VI. CONCLUSIONS497

We derive an equation to represent the total tube wavefield including scattering (reflec-498

tion and transmission) and generation at multiple hydraulic fractures. Our formulation499

has a great flexibility and we can implement any existing model that accounts for tube-500

wave generation and scattering. In this study, we consider a recent model which includes501

simultaneous effects of fluid viscosity, dynamic fluid flow, and fracture compliance.502

We identify that the generated tube waves interact with the nonwelded interface imme-503

diately after generation. This interaction is nonlinear in terms of the interface compliance.504

The generated amplitude obtained from Beydoun’s classical boundary condition,25 where505

the generated tube wave does not perturb the pressure in the borehole, gives a zeroth or-506

der Born approximation (in terms of the interface compliance) for the generated amplitude507

obtained from a more realistic boundary condition23,26 where the perturbation due to the508

generated tube wave is equivalent to that in the borehole interior. This new physical mech-509

anism, i.e., scattering immediately after generation (SIAG, Eq. 31), is highly general and510

applicable to other models. For example, we can consider the effect of SIAG for a poroelastic511

layer (instead of the parallel-wall open fracture considered in this study) using the theory512

developed by Ref. 19 for the model of tube-wave generation and Ref. 22 for the model of513

tube-wave scattering. Representation of a layer with a finite thickness as a nonwelded inter-514

face is possible by using a quasi-static approximation, which is often used in nondestructive515

material testing.48,58 Furthermore, this representation enables us to consider inclined or dip-516

ping fractures, for which the effects of generation and scattering have earlier been studied517

separately.19,22,25518

We also propose the application of this new equation for predicting the total tube wave-519

field and imaging multiple hydraulic fractures. The application of the focusing operator520

derived from the reference Green’s function results in the spatial focusing of the tube waves521

into the secondary source positions. The imaging results illustrate the temporal convolution522

of tube-wave generation potential, scattering potential and total wavefield. This offers the523

possibility to estimate the fracture parameters through estimating the potential functions524
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FIG. 1. (a) An incident plane P wave generates tube waves due to the fluid flow into a borehole.

(b) The tube wave is reflected and transmitted due to the fluid flow into a fracture.

from the imaging results.525

We anticipate that extending the formulation presented in this article to the scatter-526

ing and generation of low-frequency guided waves in other fields of research (e.g., pipes527

immersed in a fluid or bones embedded in soft tissues) in terms of the scattering and gen-528

eration potentials (Eqs. 20 and 22) will enable one to directly apply the theory to nonde-529

structive material testing and medical sciences, where detecting and characterizing small530

defects/cracks/fractures along a cylindrical inclusion is important.531
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FIG. 2. Numerically modeled total tube wavefield (p) along a 250-m long fluid-filled borehole with

two open fractures. The plot at the bottom shows the aperture distribution of the fractures. The

white lines indicate the windows that are used to evaluate the tube-wave generation amplitude

ratio and the reflection coefficients in Fig. 3.

Appendix A: Open fracture model including the effect of fracture compliance536

1. Tube-wave generation amplitude537

Bakku et al.23 derived the tube-wave generation amplitude and the tube-wave trans-538

mission coefficient (tube-wave scattering) due to a horizontal, parallel-wall open fracture.539

Apart from other foregoing studies, Bakku et al.23 considered the simultaneous effects of540

fluid viscosity, dynamic fluid flow (dynamic permeability), and fracture compliance. In this541

subsection, we briefly explain their theory. This is necessary in order to derive the gener-542

ated amplitude using Beydoun’s boundary conditions (Appendix A 2) which are suitable for543

investigating the simultaneous effects of tube-wave generation and scattering.544

The dynamic fracture aperture (L) oscillates around the static aperture (L0) due to the545

stress field with the fracture compliance (Z):546

L(t) = L0 + Z [pF (t)− σn(t)] , (A1)547

where pF is the fluid-pressure perturbation in the fracture due to the closure of the fracture548

wall and σn is the external normal stress applied to the fracture wall, σn(t) = σ0e
−iωt.549
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FIG. 3. (a) Estimated and theoretical reflection coefficients of the fracture. The estimated values

are obtained from the modeled tube wave at 96 m depth (see the white lines in Fig. 2). (b)

Estimated and theoretical tube-wave generation amplitude ratio of the fracture. The estimated

values are obtained from the modeled tube wave at 20 m depth (see white lines in Fig. 2). The

two theoretical curves are shown: Bakku’s original theory including SIAG (solid lines) and Bakku’s

formulation solved using Beydoun’s boundary condition, i.e., without considering SIAG (dashed

lines).

Here, we consider the fracture compliance Z to be real positive valued.23,29,46 Note that the550

dynamic fracture aperture (Eq. A1) is obtained assuming the incident stress to be uniform551

everywhere along the fracture.18,23 There are alternative expressions for the dynamic fracture552

aperture: for example, Refs. 19, 25, and 26 assume the fracture aperture to be uniform553

everywhere along the fracture. Contrary to the foregoing models,19,26 our model18,23 has an554

additional term in the dynamic fracture aperture, which contains the dynamic fluid pressure555

and introduces separately the effect of the fracture compliance.556
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FIG. 4. (a) Numerically modeled, total tube wavefield due to fractures (p− pinc), with randomly-

distributed 15 fractures. The plot at the bottom shows the aperture distribution of the fractures.

(b) The result of the application of the focusing operator (h) to (a). (c) The wave signals in

the white box shown in (b). (d) The normalized energy of each traces in (c) and the aperture

distribution of the fractures.

By considering the mass conservation in the fracture assuming the axial symmetry of557

the problem, Bakku et al.23 derived the following equation for the fluid-pressure field in the558

fracture (pF ):559

∂2pF (r, ω)

∂r2
+

1

r

∂pF (r, ω)

∂r
+ ζ2pF (r, ω) = σ0

ρfZζ
2α2

eff

L0

, (A2)560
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where ζ is the effective radial wavenumber and αeff is the effective fluid velocity in the561

fracture which are defined as,562

ζ =
krαf

αeff

,563

α−2
eff = α−2

f + ρfZ/L0. (A3)564

Here, kr is the radial wavenumber in the rigid fracture obtained by numerically solving the565

dispersion relation developed in Ref. 24 (see equations 14, 15 and 21 in Ref. 24). Note566

that kr is a function of the kinematic fluid viscosity (ν), fluid velocity (αf ), static fracture567

aperture (L0), and angular frequency (ω).568

Note that Bakku et al.23 derived Eq. (A2) assuming that the dynamic fluid flux (qf )569

can be represented by that of a viscous fluid in an infinitely long, rigid (zero compliance)570

fracture:24571

qf (r, ω) = − iωL0

k2
rα

2
fρf

∂pF (r, ω)

∂r
. (A4)572

The effect of the fracture compliance is then implemented in the part of the perturbation in573

the aperture (L) in the mass-conservation equation.23574

Eq. (A2) is solved using the following boundary conditions:23575

∂pF (r, ω)

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=∞

= 0, (A5)576

pF (r, ω)|r=R = pt. (A6)577

The first boundary condition states that the pressure is bounded at infinity and the second578

boundary condition indicates that the pressure perturbation in the fracture is equal to579

that in the borehole interior (i.e., generated tube-wave amplitude pt) at the intersection580

(r = R). This boundary condition was considered in the foregoing study.26 Finally, the581

pressure distribution (pF ) becomes,582

pF (r, ω) =

[
pt −

ρfZα
2
eff

L0

σ0

]
H0(ζr)

H0(ζR)
+

ρfZα
2
eff

L0

σ0, (A7)583

where Hn = H
(1)
n is a Hankel function of the first kind and order n. Note that the effective584

wavenumber ζ is obtained from the radial wavenumber kr (Eq. A3). Following Ref. 23,585

we numerically obtain the fundamental mode solution for kr, which has positive real and586

imaginary components for a positive ω. The example of the calculated ζ can be found in587

Ref. 23. Furthremore, the low- and high-frequency asymptotic solutions for kr, and the588
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comparison between the dynamic fluid flow condition derived from kr and that from the589

pore fluid flow theory59 were extensively discussed in Ref. 60.590

The amplitude of the generated tube wave (pt) is defined as an equivalent volume source591

in the borehole (see Ref. 26 and references therein):592

pt(t) =
ρfcT
2πR2

dV

dt
, (A8)593

dV

dt
= −2πRqf |r=R . (A9)594

Therefore, we obtain,595

pt(ω) = σ0
ω

krαf

cT
αeff

L0

R

ρfα
2
eff

L0/Z
×

[
iH1(ζR)/H0(ζR)

1 + ω
krαf

cT
αeff

L0

R
iH1(ζR)/H0(ζR)

]
. (A10)596

2. Tube-wave generation amplitude with Beydoun’s boundary condition597

In this subsection, we derive the alternative expression of pressure distribution (pF ) and598

generated amplitude (pt) using boundary conditions that are different from those considered599

in the previous subsection. Beydoun et al.25 assumed that the fluid pulse injected into600

the borehole does not significantly perturb the borehole pressure. It replaces the boundary601

condition of Eq. (A6) by,602

pF (r, ω)|r=R = 0. (A11)603

Note that Eq. (A11) appears differently than the equations in Appendix A in Ref. 25, because604

their definition of pressure p is the total pressure field (static pressure plus the perturba-605

tion) whereas the definition of pressure pF in this paper considers only the perturbation in606

pressure.607

Solving Eq. (A2) for the pressure field in the fracture using Beydoun’s boundary condi-608

tions (Eqs. A5 and A11) gives,609

pF (r, ω) =
ρfZα

2
eff

L0

σ0

[
1− H0(ζr)

H0(ζR)

]
. (A12)610

Following the same procedure to obtain the tube wave amplitude (pt) gives (see previous611

subsection),612

pt(ω) = σ0
iωcT
krαf

ρfZαeff

R

H1(ζR)

H0(ζR)
. (A13)613
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3. Pressure distribution due to tube-wave scattering614

We consider here that the traveling tube wave along the borehole propagates across the615

fracture (Fig. 1b). In this case, the pressure distribution pF can be obtained using Eq. (A2)616

with the following boundary conditions:617

∂pF (r, ω)

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=∞

= 0, (A14)618

pF (r, ω)|r=R = p. (A15)619

The second equation indicates that the pressure in the fracture is equivalent to the borehole620

pressure at the intersection. Furthermore, here we do not consider the external source term621

present in Eqs. (A1) and (A2), i.e., σ0 = 0. Therefore, we obtain,622

pF (r, ω) = p
H0(ζr)

H0(ζR)
. (A16)623

Appendix B: Reflection and transmission coefficients at a nonwelded interface624

Here we derive the reflection and transmission coefficients of tube waves interacting with625

the fracture, which is represented by a nonwelded interface (Eq. 13). The theoretical re-626

flection and transmission coefficients at a nonwelded interface is widely available in elastic627

wave propagation literature.47,50,51 For the scalar wave propagation across a nonwelded in-628

terface as discussed in Ref. 47, the reflection (RC) and transmission (TC) coefficients at the629

nonwelded interface within a homogeneous medium are written as,630

RC =
iωηZT

2− iωηZT

, (B1)631

TC =
2

2− iωηZT

, (B2)632

ZT = = ρfcT . (B3)633

Note that we define the coefficients considering the acoustic pressure field. Substituting the634

expression of η (Eq. 14) in Eqs. (B1) and (B2) we obtain,635

RC = −
ωζcTk

−2
r α−2

f × iL0H1(ζR)/RH0(ζR)

1 + ωζcTk−2
r α−2

f × iL0H1(ζR)/RH0(ζR)
, (B4)636

TC =
1

1 + ωζcTk−2
r α−2

f × iL0H1(ζR)/RH0(ζR)
. (B5)637
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These equations have the same form as equation (4a) and (4b) in Ref. 12. When we consider638

the rigid formation (rigid borehole and rigid fracture, i.e., cT = αf and kr = ζ = ω/αf ), we639

reproduce exactly the same results as Ref. 12.640

Appendix C: Forward modeling641

1. Infinite borehole642

In this subsection, we show the application of the new equation (Eq. 23) to forward-643

model the total tube wavefield. We consider here an infinitely long borehole and in the next644

subsection a finite borehole with boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the borehole.645

We consider that the reference Green’s function (Ḡpq) in Eq. (23) is derived considering646

a homogeneous medium without any fracture. From Eqs. (2) and (3), the Green’s functions647

in the homogeneous medium read,648

Ḡpq(z, zS, ω) =
ρfcT
2

eiω|z−zS |c−1
T , (C1)649

Ḡvq(z, zS, ω) =
sgn(z − zS)

2
eiω|z−zS |c−1

T . (C2)650

We use Eq. (23) to solve unknown pressure field (p), which implies the assumption that651

the actual medium has the same medium parameters as the reference medium. This is652

the situation where the hydraulic fractures are located within the homogeneous medium653

(characterized by cT ) and the tube waves are generated and scattered only due to the654

fractures and not due to the contrasting medium parameters (i.e., ∆K−1
eff = ∆ρf = 0). In655

this vein, tube waves due to open fractures often dominate in crystalline rocks,20 where656

there are no seismically-detectable geological layered structures. By using nonzero ∆K−1
eff657

and ∆ρf , however, we can also model the total tube wavefield due to the contrasting medium658

parameters, as well as due to the fractures.659

Our problem is to solve Eq. (23) for unknown pressure field (p) from the known values of660

incident pressure field (pinc), reference Green’s functions (Ḡij) and the potential functions (ϕg661

and ϕs). Here we numerically solve Eq. (23) by discretizing the integral path and then apply662

direct matrix inverse. We apply linear spatial discretization to the depth z0 ≤ z ≤ zb such663

that the vector p contains (p0, p1, · · · , pk, · · · , pM)T where pk indicates the total pressure at664

the kth spatial point, i.e., pk = p(z0 + k∆z).665
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Eq. (23) can be written in the matrix-vector form as,666

p = pinc +Mp+Kpinc, (C3)667

where,668

M =


ϕs,0Ḡ

pq
0,0∆z ϕs,1Ḡ

pq
0,1∆z · · · ϕs,MḠpq

0,M∆z

ϕs,0Ḡ
pq
1,0∆z ϕs,1Ḡ

pq
1,1∆z · · · ϕs,MḠpq

1,M∆z
...

...
. . .

...

ϕs,0Ḡ
pq
M,0∆z ϕs,1Ḡ

pq
M,1∆z · · · ϕs,MḠpq

M,M∆z

 , (C4)669

670

K =


∆ϕ0Ḡ

pq
0,0∆z ∆ϕ1Ḡ

pq
0,1∆z · · · ∆ϕMḠpq

0,M∆z

∆ϕ0Ḡ
pq
1,0∆z ∆ϕ1Ḡ

pq
1,1∆z · · · ∆ϕMḠpq

1,M∆z
...

...
. . .

...

∆ϕ0Ḡ
pq
M,0∆z ∆ϕ1Ḡ

pq
M,1∆z · · · ∆ϕMḠpq

M,M∆z

 , (C5)671

∆ϕk = ϕg,k − ϕs,k, (C6)672

where ϕg,k and ϕs,k are, respectively, the tube-wave generation potential and scattering673

potential at kth spatial point, and Gpq
k,l is the pressure Green’s function due to the source at674

lth spatial point and the receiver at kth point, i.e., Ḡpq(z0 + k∆z, z0 + l∆z, ω).675

Eq. (C3) can be solved using the direct matrix inverse in order to obtain the unknown676

pressure field p as,677

p = (I−M)−1 (I+K)pinc, (C7)678

where I is the identity matrix. We use MATLAB’s LU decomposition scheme to evaluate679

Eq. (C7).680

2. Finite borehole681

We consider here that tube waves which are generated due to incident P wave are reflected682

at the top and bottom of the borehole. To this end, we assume that actual Green’s functions683

satisfy the boundary condition that the top of the borehole is the traction-free boundary684

Gpq(z0, z) = 0, and the bottom of the borehole is the rigid boundary Gvq(zb, z) = 0. The rest685

of the assumptions are same as in the previous subsection. Note that one may alternatively686

think of the effect of the stiffness of the formation in the bottom of the borehole, which was687

considered in Ref. 61.688
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Using the boundary conditions described above, Eq. (23) can be written as,689

p(z)− pinc(z)690

= Ḡvq(zb, z) [p(zb)− pinc(zb)] + Ḡpq(z, z0)
[
vz(z0)− vincz (z0)

]
691

+

∫ zb

z0

ϕg(z
′)Ḡpq(z, z′, ω)pinc(z

′)dz′ +

∫ zb

z0

ϕs(z
′)Ḡpq(z, z′, ω) [p(z′)− pinc(z

′)] dz′, (C8)692

where we used the source-receiver reciprocity,36 and vincz is the vertical particle velocity due693

to the incident pressure (pinc). The first and second terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (C8)694

is the contribution due to the finite integral path and the boundary conditions at the top695

and bottom of the borehole.696

As in the previous subsection, we write Eq. (C8) in the matrix-vector form (Eq. C3). To697

this end, we consider the following approximation:698

vz(z0)− vincz (z0) ≈ (iωρf∆z)−1 p(z0 +∆z)−
[
(iωρf∆z)−1 + (ρfVP )

−1] pinc(z0). (C9)699

This approximation is derived from the equation of motion (Eq. 3), the forward difference700

of p(z) at z = z0, the boundary condition of the pressure field p(z0) − pinc(z0) = 0, and701

the relation between the incident pressure field and the velocity field (see Ref. 9), i.e.,702

vincz (z0) = (ρfVP )
−1pinc(z0).703

Using Eq. (C9), the equation of the total tube wavefield (Eq. C8) can be written in the704
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matrix-vector form as Eq. (C3), but with the matrices defined as,705

M =706 
ϕs,0Ḡ

pq
0,0∆z ϕs,1Ḡ

pq
0,1 + Ḡpq

0,0A ϕs,2Ḡ
pq
0,2∆z · · · ϕs,M−1Ḡ

pq
0,M−1∆z ϕs,MḠpq

0,M∆z + Ḡvq
M,0

ϕs,0Ḡ
pq
1,0∆z ϕs,1Ḡ

pq
1,1 + Ḡpq

1,0A ϕs,2Ḡ
pq
1,2∆z · · · ϕs,M−1Ḡ

pq
1,M−1∆z ϕs,MḠpq

1,M∆z + Ḡvq
M,1

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

ϕs,0Ḡ
pq
M,0∆z ϕs,1Ḡ

pq
M,1 + Ḡpq

M,0A ϕs,2Ḡ
pq
M,2∆z · · · ϕs,M−1Ḡ

pq
M,M−1∆z ϕs,MḠpq

M,M∆z + Ḡvq
M,M

 ,707

(C10)708

709

K =710 
∆ϕ0Ḡ

pq
0,0∆z − Ḡpq

0,0B ∆ϕ1Ḡ
pq
0,1∆z · · · ∆ϕM−1Ḡ

pq
0,M−1∆z ∆ϕMḠpq

0,M∆z − Ḡvq
M,0

∆ϕ0Ḡ
pq
1,0∆z − Ḡpq

1,0B ∆ϕ1Ḡ
pq
1,1∆z · · · ∆ϕM−1Ḡ

pq
1,M−1∆z ∆ϕMḠpq

1,M∆z − Ḡvq
M,1

...
...

. . .
...

...

∆ϕ0Ḡ
pq
M,0∆z − Ḡpq

M,0B ∆ϕ1Ḡ
pq
M,1∆z · · · ∆ϕM−1Ḡ

pq
M,M−1∆z ∆ϕMḠpq

M,M∆z − Ḡvq
M,M

 , (C11)711

A = (iωρf∆z)−1 , (C12)712

B = (iωρf∆z)−1 + (ρfVP )
−1 . (C13)713

The velocity Green’s function at the coincident points at the bottom of the borehole (Ḡvq
M,M)714

is defined as,715

Ḡvq
M,M = lim

z→z−b

Ḡvq(zb, z, ω)716

=
1

2
, (C14)717

where we use Eq. (C2).718
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